ISBO7 Elite-Round facts:
 39 registered teams, 93 registered students, from 10 universities of the 2 countries of the world [Georgia, Kazakhstan]
started participation in the ISBO7 Elite-Round. 51 students, 20 teams, from 8 universities of 2 countries are presented
in the final list;
 The cumulative prize fund of the ISBO7 at the moment of Nov 29, 2012 was defined as 3550 GEL [2139 USD]. One
team fell out because of non payment and therefore the final picture now is: 38 registered teams, 92 registered
students, 3450 GEL [2079 USD] cash prize fund;
 13 teams [c02, c04, c05, c07, c14, c18, c26, c32, c33, c34, c35, c38, c39] fell out of the ISBO7 Elite-Round as a result
of not sending the requested materials [decision forms] 2 or more times. 5 of them were sold on the ingame auction
together with other 15 new companies;
 5 teams were banned by the ISBO7 manager [c21, c27, c28, c29, c30] for violating the rule[s];
 1 team [c13] fell out of the ISBO7 Elite-Round winner roster because of loosing more virtual money than it earned;
 The data [the capital and points] of the active individuals, who have not done any investment activities, are not taken
into consideration when calculating the conversion rate. Based on the respective formula the conversion rate is =
8,933,494,634 / 614.65 = 14,545,756.65 BSD;
 The cash prize fund is distributed to 23 students;
 30 students deserve the certificates, as well as their lecturers. The certificates will be awarded on the award ceremony
or delivered to the students via University administrations;
 Those in the list, who sent the requested information before Dec 20, will get the recommendations as requested. The
recommendations will be awarded on the award ceremony or delivered to the students via University administrations. E
recommendations will be made electronically;

